
In the heart of Dürrenroth village in the Swiss canton 

of Bern lies the “Romantik Hotel Bären Dürrenroth”. 

The hotel has 30 rooms and consists of three historic 

buildings from the Baroque era – among them the 

over 200-year-old country inn “Bären” and the guest 

house “Kreuz”. The hosts have managed the perfect 

interplay of the historic and modern. Even their 

hospitality combines a traditional, personal service 

with contemporary, digital services.

In doing so, they count on Guestfriend. This came about 

through the recommendation of a hotelier friend, the 

modern design of the tools, their easy operation as 

well as the comprehensive, free customer service.

So since February 2018, the Romantik Hotel Bären has 

been using three digital tools in total to communicate 

with its guests: the Digital Guest Directory, the in-

house Hotel Newspaper as well as the  Wi-Fi Landing 

Page. All of these have been integrated into the 

daily work routine of the hotel team, since they fulfil 

guests’ needs and optimise processes in the hotel.

Goals:
• Marketing of offers and services
• Optimisation of workflows
• Easing the burden on the staff
• Modern guest service
• Digitization

„

Case Study | Holiday hotel
Digital service brings a revenue of 2,500 euros per month to the restaurant 
and optimises processes

The concierge function of the Digital Guest 

Directory is brilliant! Our guests can now place 

their orders really simply and easily in the garden, 

which is on the other side of the road, via the tablets 

provided and the service is easier to handle. We 

are also really pleased to be able to give our guests 

even more information through our in-house Hotel 

Newspaper - be it about the hotel or the region. It is 

an asset for the whole tourist destination, which is 

made more transparent in this way.

Volker Beduhn, Managing Director

„



2,500 €
revenue in the  

restaurant through  
additional sales*

fast  
return on  

investment

104
meal orders*

Success: Digital tools achieve additional sales 

„

Mobile room service generates additional sales

Since the Digital Guest Directory has replaced the 

paper version in the rooms the hotel has recorded 

a clear increase in sales compared to before. In 

the restaurant area alone, thanks to the “digital 

concierge”, the hotel has increased its turnover and 

realises around 2,500 euros a month. Guests order 

drinks and meals easily and at any time from their 

rooms or from the garden using their own smartphones 

or the tablets provided by their hosts.

60 h
time saving*

Optimisation of work processes

In managing all tools centrally via an editing system 

as well as digitalising internal processes the hotel 

has been able to make its workflow more efficient: 

Employees put upgrades online at the speed of 

light, the in-house Hotel Newspaper is swiftly put 

together using the online editor and orders are 

collected easily in digital form. This means less effort 

and more time for actually looking after guests.

265
drink orders*

*average per month

Guestfriend hugely simplifies our daily work: 

The tools simplify communication with guests, 

are designed in a clear and modern way and 

are easy to handle. All the important information 

about our hotel is now centralised in one place 

and is available to guests at any time and free 

of charge.

Christa Seiler, Reception Manager

Refinanced in the shortest time

In addition, the hotel is advertising its offers and 

services in its in-house Hotel Newspaper, which is 

available in printed form in the hotel but can also be 

accessed in digital form on the Wi-Fi Landing Page. 

This landing page pops up immediately after logging 

onto WiFi and offers all the important information 

for one‘s stay at a glance. In this way the hotel 

generates additional income via all three tools and 

profits from a very fast return on investment.

positive
feedback
from guests
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Welcome
The Romantik Hotel Bären Dürrenroth 
introduces itself 

Guest information
An A to Z of information

Gift vouchers
Voucher ordering for friends and
family

Cuisine & Shopping
breakfast times, lunch and dinner, 
digital menus, room service, shopping 
possibilities

Notifying requests
Convenient way to request services, 
wishes and other concerns

The next stay
Direct online bookings, completely
free of commission

Sightseeing tips & Weather
Travel guide with routes & tours, 
attractions, weather forecast and more

Arrangements & Off ers
Information about current arrangements 
and special off ers

Contact
At a glance: telephone number, address, 
website, social media & co.

Insights
This is the information guests can fi nd in the Digital Guest Directory:

Summary
• Modern service that inspires guests

•  Mobile booking and ordering function increases   

 additional sales and revenue

•  Additional revenues lead to rapid refi nancing of   

 license costs

• Optimisation of work processes creates more   

 eff ectiveness and reduces the workload on the staff 

•  Easier everyday life: simple handling and bundled   

 information

•  Digital information sources help to protect the environment

Ratings
Online ratings via an integrated 
questionnaire for direct feedback

Garden & Room Service
Mobile ordering of food and drinks 
to the garden and into the rooms

Hotel Newspaper
Current hotel newspaper as e-paper 
with recommendations, off ers, etc.

Photo gallery 
Selection of images and impressions

Push notifi cations
News directly from the hosts like off ers, 
suggestions, recommendations, etc.


